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It is shown that the renormalization of the field within the framework of axiomatic field theory does not 
reduce to the multiplication of the field, current, or charge by certain numerical factors. The latter 
are in fact integra-differential operators which are different on and off the energy shell. Only on ac
count of such specific peculiarities does it become possible to satisfy the integrability condition in 
renormalized theory. The spectral representations are defined more accurately. In particular, one
particle contributions to the spectral density (in the presence of subtractions) are consistently taken 
into account with the help of the unitarity condition. The apparatus developed here permits one to re
late the two traditional methods of introducing the renormalization constants: the Hamiltonian method 
and the axiomatic method of Lehmann. It is shown that the formulas for the Heisenberg operators them
selves correspond to the formulas for their vacuum expectation values in the unrenormalized as well as 
in the renormalized theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THERE are two methods of introducing the concept of 
the renormalized field in the axiomatic approach. One 
method was first formulated by Lehmann. [lJ This 
method is not essentially based on the concept of a field. 
The renormalization constant Z3 appears here in the re
normalization of the Green's function and is expressed 
through an integral over the spectral density: 

zo-1 = i + r d' !(\;) 
'" J \, ('- m')' 

(2ml' ~ 

The constant Z3 112 is introduced purely formally from 
the consideration that if (0/T(A(x)A(y))IO) acquires the 
factor Z3 1 by the renormalization, then this must be 
equivalent to the multiplication of each field by Z3 1 / 2 • 

This is a completely satisfactory method of introduc
ing and defining the constant Z3 which renormalizes the 
Green's function or the commutator, but the taking of the 
square root is not a satisfactory operation, as was shown 
inr2 ' 3 l. Indeed, if we admit some elements of the usual 
Hamiltonian theory, i.e., consider not only quantities of 
the Green's function type but also fields and currents 
connected by the Yang- Feldman equations, it is easily 
shown that such a "numerical" renormalization of the 
current operator is inconsistent with the unitarity condi
tion. 

On the other hand it is important in a number of 
cases (as an example it suffices to mention the current 
algebra) to know the exact expressions for the renormal
ized currents and fields. Therefore, a renormalization 
procedure was developed in (2 ' 31 within the framework of 
the axiomatic theory, r4 J which is much closer to the 
standard perturbation theoryr5 J and, in particular, makes 
explicit use of the perturbation theoretical form of the 
counter term for the field renormalization in the 
Lagrangian, but is otherwise not based on the Lagran
gian formalism. It turned out that in order to avoid 
contradictions with unitarity in the strong sense (i.e., 
off the energy shell) and with the existence of the usual 
connection between field and current (Yang- Feldman 

equation), the renormalization transformation must be 
of the operator type and different for terms on and off 
the energy shell. 

We shall construct a theory starting from the S ma
trix by the so-called axiomatic method, (1' 21 and we shall 
assume, as usual, that the scattering matrix and all 
Heisenberg operators are given by infinite Wick poly
nomials in the asymp(otic fields: 

oo (-i)V\" • • 
S = ~ -- J dx 1 ••• dxv<Di:"l(x,, ... , Xv). cp(x<) ... cp(xv) .. 

v~o v! 
(1) 

When the S matrix actually depends not only on q.J(xi) but 
also on the derivatives a (a)q.J(xi) one must of course as
sume that the differential or integra-differential opera
tors are contained in the coefficient functions 
~(v)(x 1 , ... , xv)· In this case the investigation is much 
more complicated: one must be very careful every time 
a multiplication by a () function occurs in the theory, 
and in particular, one must strictly distinguish between 
the Dyson and Wick T products. (2 ' 31 Indeed, then the () 
function is subject to an effective differentiation which 
leads to the appearance of additional terms proportional 
to 6 functions. 

It is usually said that the interaction contains no 
derivatives in renormalizable theories. 1> On the other 
hand, it is known from perturbation theory that the field 
renormalization introduces terms in the S matrix 
which are proportional to derivatives even if the orig
inal interaction did not contain such terms. It is clear 
that something similar must happen in axiomatic theory. 

Recently we have considered2 > a model of an "inter
action with derivatives" which was constructed such 
that the entire interaction was reduced merely to a re
normalization of the Heisenberg field. For a consistent 
description of the field renormalization in the axiomatic 
approach a special mathematical technique had to be 
developed. In the present paper we wish to consider, on 

llExcept, perhaps, the first derivative, as in scalar electrodynamics. 
2lWe use the results and notation of[ 2 •3 ] without explanation. 
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the basis of the results of[21 , the renormalization of the 
S matrix in the general case, when the S matrix contains, 
besides the "renormalizing" interaction studied in [21 , 

also some fundamental interaction which leads to real 
scattering processes. Generally speaking, we shall not 
specify this interaction more precisely and assume 
only that it does not contain derivatives. The derivatives 
enter in the "renormalized" S matrix through the field 
renormalization, which we shall carry out explicitly, 
using the results of[2 J. 

2. COMPOSITES MATRIX 

The first part of the problem can be formulated in a 
more general form without specifying the form of the 
two parts of the interaction. Assume that there are two 
types of interaction 0 and R containing one and the same 
field, and which are known separately. How can one 
describe the composite interaction which includes the 
two original ones ? 

In the Lagrangian formalism the Lagrangians for the 
interactions 0 and Rare simply added. But when the S 
matrix is taken as the starting quantity, correspondence 
arguments suggest the composition law 

S = Tw(SoSn), (2) 

where So and SR are the scattering matrices describing 
the separate interactions and S is the composite S ma
trix including both original interactions. 

The Heisenberg current operator corresponding to the 
full S matrix, 

6S 
j(x)= i--S+ 

6!jl{X) 

can be written, using (2), 

j(x) = lo(x) + lu(x), 

where 

( 6So ) l 0 (x)= iTw --Sn S+, 
II!Jl(X) 

( , 1\Sn ) ln(x) = iTw .So-- S+. 
O!Jl(X) 

In addition, the theory also contains currents corre
sponding to the separate original interactions, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

6So bSn 
io(x) = i--So+, in(x) = i--Sn+. (6) 

b<jl(X) O!Jl(X) 

The problem consists in the determination of the 
connection between the current j (x) and the currents 
jo(x) and jR(x). To solve this problem we introduce the 
idea of the out-current, i.e., we assume that in analogy 
to the connection between the Heisenberg and asymptotic 
fields, 

A (x) = Tw('Jl(x)S)S+ = <Jl(X)- S d~Dadv(x- ~)j (~), (7) 

we can write[3' 61 

j(x) = Tw(iout(x)S)S+. (8) 

For the S matrices SR and So this connection has the 
form 

We note now that we can write, using (6) and (9), 
6So out 6Sn . .out (10) ~.-~ = -iTw(io (x)S0), ~.~- = -tTw(Jn (x)Su). 

O!Jl(x) b<jl(x) 

Substituting (10) in (5) and using the composition law (2), 

we can write 

lo(x) = Tw(Tw (j~ut (x)So)Sn)S+ 

= Tn·(J~ut (x) Tw(SoSn) )S+ = Tw(j~ut (x)S)S+, (11) 

ln(x) = Tw(j~ut (x)S)S+. (12) 

If we assume that the interactions corresponding to 
the matrices So and SR are known one should regard the 
expressions for the corresponding out-currents as 
known, too. The latter can in general be written in the 
form of certain finite polynomials in normal products of 
the asymptotic fields: 

.out "" 1 .\ (\f) /i (x)= LJ- Jdy, ... dyv}i (x,y,, ... ,Yv):rp(y,) ... 'Jl(Yv):, 
v v! . . (13) 

t= O,H. 

Substituting now the expressions for the out-currents 
(13) in the corresponding formulas (9), we obtain 

. ""' 1 1 (v) Jo(x)= :~ Jdy, ... dyvfo (x,y,, ... ,y,)NQ,(Ao(Y!) ... Ao(Yv)), (14) 

in(x)= 2}_1_~ dy, ... dy,f~vi(x,y,, ... ,y,)NQR(An(Y!) ... An(Yv)), (15) 
"' v! 

where NQ 0 and N~ are quasi-normal products, [2 ' 71 

formed with the matrices So and SR, respectively. 
Formulas (14) and (15) are the dynamic laws for the 

0 and R theories separately, which we know. It is re
markable that (13) also determines simultaneously the 
dynamical law for the composite S matrix. Indeed, sub
stituting (13) in (11) and (12), we find 

"" 1 r <•l lo(x)= LJ-.\ dy, ... dyvfo (x,y,, ... ,y,)NQ(A(y,) ... A(yv)), (16) 
..., vl · 

(17) 

where NQ are now quasi-normal products formed with 
the full S matrix (2), and the coefficient functions f~v) 
and f(v) are the same as in the corresponding formulas 

R 
(14) and (15). 

Thus the currents Jo and JR are the same functions 
(or functionals) as the currents jo and j R but with a dif
ferent functional argument. Symbolically this may be 
written 

io(x) = Fo[Ao]. in(x) = Fn[An]. (18) 

and 

lo(x) = Fo(A], ln(x) = f',JA], (19) 

where the functional dependence on the corresponding 
Heisenberg fields is understood in the sense of quasi
normal products. 

Since the Yang- Feldman relation (7) gives a second 
connection between the current h, the Heisenberg field 
Ai, and the asymptotic field q;, the dynamic law [one of 
(18) or (19)] together with the corresponding Yang
Feldman relation allows one to determine the full solu
tion of the system, expressing the field and the current 
through the asymptotic field q;(x). 

7. RENORMALIZATION OF THE FIELD OPERATORS 

We shall now assume that So is a matrix correspond
ing to some actual unrenormalizable interaction without 
derivatives and SR is a matrix leading to a renormaliza-
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Uon of the field operators such as the one considered 
in [2 J as a model. 

The dynamical law (16) has now the explicit form 

jn(x) = (Z -1) (--Kb)An(x), (20) 

and we at once write, using the results of the preceding 
section, 

J,(x) = (Z-1)(-l6)A(x). (21) 

Equation (20) together with the Yang-Feldman relation 
(7) for AR is a complete system of equations for jft(x) 
and AR(x). The solutions of this system, found in [ l, 
have the form 

A a (x) = .fV {cp (x) + (1- fZ) JJ•~v IV(- Kcp (x))}, 

ja (x) = -(1- VZ) Iv {cp (x) (- K,J + (- K,cp (x))} 

- (1- fZ) 2 zV if"" N (- Kcp (x)) (- Kx)· 
-'> 

(22) 

(23) 

These solutions allow one to find expressions for 
A(x) and JR(x) in the following manner. Let us consider 
the Yang-Feldman relation (9) for the full theory. Sub
stituting for j(x) the sum of Jo(x) and JR(x) and introduc
ing the notation ao(x) = cp(x)- ])advJo(x), we find 

A(x) = ao(x) -D?,.dvJa(x). (24) 

We note now that the system of two equations (24) and 
(21) is obtained from the system for jR and AR by the 
replacement 

cp·-+ao, AR---+A, .iR~JR. 

Hence, the solutions A(x} and JR(x) can be obtained from 
the solutions (22) and (23) by the same replacement: 

A (x) = .V {ao (x) + (1- fZ) D""" IV(- Kxao (x))}, 

J a (x) =- (1- fZ) N {ao (x) (·- Kx) + (- K,a0 (x))} 
-'> 

- (1- fZ)2 N .b""" AT(-- K,a0 (x)) (- Kxl· 
-'> 

Substituting the expression for ao(x) in these formulas, 
we have 

A (x) =A a (x)- ;jj)•du JiU0 (x) (25) 
and 

J a (x) = ja (x) + (,V ~ 1) lo (x) + (-!-xl (1- VZ) ;\· D""'. zlu (x). 

F'rom the last expression we obtain the following form 
for the full current: 

j (x) = jR (x) + {1 + (- Kx) (1- VZ) lv if""} fUo (x). (26) 

Having obtained these particular solutions, we can 
proceed to establish the renormalization relations. We 
understand this in the following way. The "unrenormal
ized'' system is described by the equations 

jQ(x) = Fo[Ao], Ao(x) = cp(x) _fjad•jo(x). 

Even with the simplest form of the functional Fa, nobody 
has yet been able to solve these equations. However, our 
task is only to find a connection between these "un
renormalized" solutions and the solutions of the re
normalized solutions, determined by the equations 

lo (x) = Fo [A], A (x) =A a (x) -IV D"8 " i\110 (x). 

It has been shown in [2 J that the simple "numerical" 
field renormalization leads to contradictions. 

In order to understand the character of the trans
formation which we want to determine, we consider first 

the trivial case (which does not lead to an interaction) 
where the connection jo = Fo(Ao) is linear: 

j0 (x) = g,Ao(x). (27) 

Since the "vertex" may in general A not ~?e a number but 
may contain operators of the type I or N (even in the 
unrenormalized theory without derivatives), we shall 
write the law (27) in the form 

jo(f,, cplx) = r,Ao(f,, cplx), (28) 

where we have also indicated what the functional argu
ments of jo and Ao are. Substituting (28) in the Yang
Feldman relation we obtain 

Ao(r,, cp I x) = cp(x) - badvf,Ao(f,, cp I :r). (29) 

The linear character of (29) allows us at once to write 
down the solution in the form 

(30) 

As usual, the inverse operator is understood in the sense 
of a formal expansion in a power series. For the cur
rent we obtain 

j 0 (r11 cp 1 x) = i\ {1 + D""" i\}-1 cp(x). 

In virtue of what has been said above, the law (29) 
allows us to write for J o(x) 

(31) 

lo(r •• tr 1 x) = r2_4 (r., 'P 1 x). (32) 

We emphasize that, since the current Jo and the field A 
are constructed with the help of the matrix S and not So, 
the vertex is somewhat altered, as noted in the func
tional arguments in (32). Substituting (32} in the Yang
Feldman relation and treating it in the same way as (29), 
we obtain 

A (r2 , cp I x) = {1 + N .b• '" .1\ii\}-1 An(x). (33) 

We make the transition from cp(x) to AR(x) in two 
stages, so that 

AH(x) = IV1jJ (x), 1jJ (x) = {1 + (1- fZ) D"1" zV (- K)} q> (x). (34) 
-'> 

We note that the field 1/J(x}, by definition, differs from 
the free out-field only off the energy shell. Going over 
to the field 1/J(x) in the argument of (33}, we obtain 

A(r,, cplx) = N {1 + b""" 1Yr,,\'}-1 1Jl(x). (35) 

Finally (32) yields for the current J o(x) 

/ 0 (l'2 , cp I x) = f,N (1 + D"1" Nl\ N}-'1jl (x). (36) 

Let us now compare the "renormalized" solutions 
(35), (36) with the "unrenormalized" solutions (30), (31). 
Clearly, when we introduce the vertex renormalization 
in the form 

I\= NI\N, (37) 

then the solutions of the two types are connected by the 
relations 

A(r., cplx) = NAo(f~, ..Pix), lo(r., <rlx) = ;\·-•jo(r,, I!Jix). (38) 

Thus the renormalization transformation has been 
redu_fed 1) to the multiplication of the field by the opera
tor Nand of the current by the factor 1/N, 2) to the re
placement of the vertex f1 by f2 according to (37), and 
finally and very importantly, 3), to a transition to 
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another functional argument: cp -lj!. The first two points 
differ from the usual renormalization procedure only in 
that the numerical factors are replaced by operators, 
which is connected with the rules for treating deriva
tives. The third point, the transition to the new field 
lj!(x), is connected with the peculiar divergence of the 
S matrix off the energy shell. The divergence corre
sponding to the transition cp -lj! is a special divergence 
which guarantees that unitarity and causality are satis
fied in the strong sense, i.e., for the S matrix off the 
energy shell (2). 

We can now go over to the consideration of actual 
interactions. Since the original S matrix corresponds 
to an unrenormalized theory with a derivative-free 
interaction, the operator F 0 acting on Ao(x) must in gen
eral give a polynomial in (quasi-normal) powers of 
Ao(x). The degree of this polynomial must at least be 
two for real processes (scattering) to occur. We re
strict ourselves to this lowest nontrivial degree, since 
the generalization to higher degrees will be obvious. 

Thus we assume that 
Ao(r, 'l'lx) 

.• 2 - / 
j 0 (I'" 'l'l x) = F 0 [Ao] =c gNo, (Ao(f" (jll x)) = -1\". (39) 

Ao(l't.qJix) 

We have written (39) in the form of a "structural form
ula" which makes the "valence" of the vertex explicit. 
This is necessitated by the circumstance already noted 
in the consideration of the trivial "bivalent" vertex, 
that f is an operator which is "dressed" on each line 
of the vertex. 

Using the explicit expression (39) for the current we 
rewrite the Yang-Feldman equation in the unrenormal
ized theory: 

A0 (f" qJix) 

A0 (l',<Jllx)=qJ(x)-D"d"·-f\( (40) 
Ao(f,,qJix) 

and in the renormalized theory: 
A (1'2 , qJix) 

' 'a'lv ' ' / (41) A(l'2 ,<JliX)=qJ(x)-1VD N-1'2 ". 

A(f2 , qJix) 

Now one should not think that these equations can be 
solved explicitly, but one can establish a renormaliza
tion correspondence on the basis of our experience with 
the bivalent model. 

Since we are here dealing with a three-valent vertex, 
it is natural to expect that one has 

instead of (37). 

!V-- / - - / -r, =- N- r., " ,_ N-
(42) 

The relation between the fields and the currents in 
the two theories retains the previous form: 

A(r2, tpjx) = NAo(f,, 11Jix), lo(r., <pix)= !V-•;o(r,, 11'\x). (43) 

Indeed, using (34) we rewrite (41) in the form 
A (1'2, qJI x)} 

• 'a·lo • • / 
A(l'2 ,cplx)=N{'Il(x)-D N-1'2 ". , 

A(I'2, qJix) 

(44) 

and substituting (42) and (43) in the right-hand side of 
(44) we obtain 

A cr., (jll x) = N {ljl(x)- J)•dvN- i\ (:Ao(I',, 'iJ\x)} 
NA 0 (1'1 , ljl \ x) 

= N {"' (x)- D"''"- r,(Ao cr,, 'i' I x)} = N Ao (l',,'iJ I x). (45) 
"-Ao (I',, ljl J x) 

Comparing the result (45) with (40), we see that the re
normalization formulas (42) and (43) are correct. 

If we go from the operators N to numbers, N- 1/-IZ 
and f - g, and leave out the terms which vanish on the 
energy shell, i.e., set lj! = cp [cf. (34)], then the renorm
alization reduces to 

A(g2, x) =Z-'"A0 (g~, x), 

/ 0 (g2, x) = Z''•io(g~, x), g, = z-'l•g2. (46) 

4. INTEGRABILITY CONDITION 

We must now convince ourselves that the integrability 
condition 

6j (x) 6j (y) . . . 
6qJ(y)- 6<p(x) = di(x),J(Y)], (47) 

which follows directly from the unitarity of the S matrix 
and the definition of the current as a variational deriva
tive, is satisfied for the unrenormalized currents jo as 
well as for the renormalized currents j. It is quite ob
vious that the integrability condition cannot be satisfied 
simultaneously in both theories in the simplified version 
of renormalization (46). [4 J 

The full renormalized current j (x) has, according to 
(26) and (43), the form 

j (I',, 'l'J x) = iR (qJI x) + {1 + (- K) (1- fZ) J.VJ)•dv},fo (I',, ljl J x). 
+-

(48) 
In order to determine the variational derivative of 

the current we note that owing to (34) 

~g~ =6(x-y)+(1-VZ)D"d"(x-y)NC-_!vl· (49) 

Using this result we find 
6j(l',,qJjx) = 6iR('l'Jx) +{1+(-K)(1-fZ)ND00"}, 

6qJ (y) 6qJ (y) --

• 6io(r,, 'iJ\x) {1+D"d"N(1- fZ)(-K)}v. (50) 
6ljl(y) --

On the other hand, we can immediately compute the 
commutator of currents j (n, cp \x) of the form (48) by 
first writing jR(cp\x) in the form 

iR (qJI x) =- (1- fZ) <-:=- K) Nljl (x)- (1- fZ) (- Kljl) (51) 

and noting that the second term on the right makes no 
contribution to the commutator. Omitting the details of 
a rather lengthy calculation we only quote the result: 

[j(l'2, qJIX), j(l',, <Jl\Y)] =-i(1- VZ)"(-:K.,)ND(x-y) NC-!fvl 

+ i {1 + <=!l (1- fZ)N.b''1}., 61• ~~(x~ I Yl 

X {1 +D"1N(1-fZ)(-K)}ll 

- i {1 + (- K)(1- fZ) &_b•d•}, 6fo (I'., 'i' I x) 
-- 6ljl(y) 

X{1 +D"d"N(1·-VZ)(-K)}.. (52) 

It is at once clear from the expression for the commu
tator of the currents and from formula (50) for the var
iational derivative of the current that the integrability 
condition (47) is satisfied by the renormalized current 
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j(r2, <pix). That it is satisfied by the current jo(r11 <pix}, 
i.e., by the unrenormalized current, is clear from the 
definition. 

In conclusion we write down the expression for the 
commutator of the renormalized Heisenberg fields, 
which is obtained in an obvious manner: 

[A (r., q> I x), A (r., q> I y)J = iV I.P (x), 1Jl (y)JN 

, 'ND"'flio (r" 1jJ I y) fJ"'N _ iN!Jad• flio (rl, 1Jl I x) !J•d•JV 
' 1 fl1jl(x) {J1jl(y) 

= N lAo (rl, 1Jl I x), Ao (rl, 1Jl I y)J N, (53} 

in agreement with (43). 

5. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS 

To determine the spectral representations one must 
know the retarded radiation operator, which satisfies 
the condition [81 

~~:~ = ie(y 0 -x")U(x),j(y)]+A2(x,y), (54) 

where A2(x, y) is a current-like operator. [81 We intro
duce a few definitions: 

< ol 6i~l1 o)=-f•d•(x-y), 
6q>(y) 

<OI [i(x),j(y)] jO>=-if(x-y), 

(0 I A2(x, y) ! 0) = -}.2(x- y) 

and finally also[71 

f~dv (x- Y) = -fl(yo- Xo)f(x- y). 

Taking the vacuum expectation value of (5) we find 

f"d"(x- y) = h'Jdv (x- Y)+ A2(x- y). 

We note that, although fadv ;" fr>dv, 

/"' (x)- fadv (x) = f(x) = f;et (x)- f~dv (x). 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

In order to obtain the spectral representations for 
fadv(x), we recall that the fact that f(x) must be a rela
tivistically invariant antisymmetric function requires 
that its representation has the form of the spectral 
integral 

00 

f(x) = ~ d\,1(\,)Db(x), (60) 

where Dt(x) is the Pauli-Jordan function with the 

mass t. [91 Multiplying (60) formally by a() function31 

we find the spectral representation for ff}dv (x): 
00 

ad'!! r aiv 
fv (x) = J d\,1(\,)Dt (x). {61} 

Keeping the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of 
(61) we obtain the representation "with subtractions:" 

adv 
fv (x) = j'adc(x)+ Cov6(x)+ Cw(-K6(x) ), 

(62} 

(63) 

3)The formal character of the multiplication consists in the cir
cumstance that one generally obtains a divergent expression. For a 
justification of this formal method cf. [7 ]. In the following we are con
sidering a definite growth rate: n = I. 

c -- f d" !(\,) 
w- ~ ~ (\,-m•)• 

(64) 

The operator -K = -0 + m2 is the Klein-Gordon opera
tor with inverse sign and mass m. 

Owing to the quasi-locality of the current-like opera
tor A2 it must be composed of 15 functions and its deriva
tives. The assumed growth rate and covariance argu
ments allow us to write 

!.2(x) = l.o6(x) + AI(-K6(:r)). (65) 

Substituting (65) and (62) in formula (59) for fadv(x), we 
obtain the spectral representation in the form 

pd•(x) = rad•(x) + (Cov+ Ao)ll(x) + (Cw +AI) (-Kil(x)). (66) 

Finally, recalling the condition of stability of single
particle states (Oij(x)ik) = 0 and using the spectral re
quirement, we conclude that the spectral density I(t) in 
(60) and (61) differs from zero only for values of t 
above the inelastic threshold, i.e., the integration in (6) 
to (64) and (66) begins at t = (2m}2 [or t = (3m}2 for 
pseudoscalar particles]. 

6. INVESTIGATION OF THE SINGLE-PARTICLE 
SINGULARITIES 

We now turn to the spectral representations for 
fields. Using the Yang-Feldman formula (7) we easily 
see that [101 

[A(x) A( )]=-iD(x- )+iD'et llj(y) Dret_Jjadv_6j(x) Dadv. 
> y y X llq>(X) U X 6q>(y) y 

The vacuum expectation value of this commutator is, 
according to (55}, 

(0 I [A(x), A(y)] I 0) 

= -iD(x- y) - iD'"ijret (x- y)D'ret + iJJad<Jadv (x _ y)Dadv. (67) 

Substituting here the spectral representation (66) for 
fret(x) and the analogous representation for fadv(x) we 
can obtain a spectral representation for 
(OI[A(x}, A(y)]IO). However, from this representation 
one notes at once two defects of the formula (66) above. 
First, this formula contains Klein-Gordon operators 
whose action must be defined separately. Indeed, these 
may act in (67) "outside" on the functions J)adv standing 
to the right and left, or "inside" on the function q.dv 
in the spectral representation of the currents (63). It is 
not obvious whether the final result is independent of 
these two possibilities. The second point which has to 
be made more precise in connection with (66) is that we 
have neglected, on account of the stability condition, the 
contribution of the single-particle states to the spectral 
integral. However, although (0 ij(x) lk) is undoubtedly 
equal to zero, this does not mean that nret(k} (Ojj(x)ik) 
vanishes. We must therefore investigate this question 
separately for formula (67) since this zero may be re
moved by a pole. 

These two points are intimately connected. Indeed, 
since the Klein-Gordon operators with mass m do not 
yield zero when acting on aD function with mass t if 
only t ;" m2 , it is easy to see that this result remains 
unaltered if the action of the operators (- K} in (63) is 
defined in an arbitrary way. This is completely under
standable, since in the p representation the question of 
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the correct choice of the action of the operator (- K) re
duces to the order of multiplication. Indeed, the source 
of this ambiguity is 

1 
---c-::---:-.->[(m2 - k2)6(m2- k2)] 
m2-k•- te 

=1=[· 1 . (m2-k2)]6(m2-k2). 
m2- k2- te 

However, if one puts ~ ;< m2 in one of the factors, the 
ambiguity disappears and, for example, 
(~ - k2r 1(m2- k2)1i (m2- k2) = 0 for both orders of multi
plication. 

In other words, if we assume that the density I(~) 
does not contain terms with ~ = m2 [otherwise formulas 
(64) would lose their exact meaning] , then the order of 
application of the Klein-Gordon operators in f*adv(x) 
can be regarded as immaterial. For definiteness we 
shall assume that they act outside, i.e., we set 

(•>v (x) = ~ d~ a;~(~')' (- K) D~dv (x)(- K). (68) 
(2m)l - -

The corresponding contribution of the states with mass 
Mn > 2m to the function f(x) is 

00 

. I I(l:l 
f (x) = .) d~ (~-m')' (-}DDr.(x) (-!!)· 

(2m) a 

Regarding the problem of the point ~ = m2 we estab
lish first of all the formal expression for the contribu
tion of the single-particle states to the spectral density 
I(i'). Since I(~) is expressed in terms of matrix elements 
of the current commutator, we can easily single out the 
single-particle contribution, using the expansion in a 
complete system of states: 

tH(x-y)= i~~dk(Ojj(x)jk, n)(k, njj(y)jO) 

= ~ d~ dq/"''" (x- ~) n- (~- TJ) /"1 (ll- y) + [contribution of states 

with Mn :=: 2m]. 

From this we obtain the important formula 
f (x- y) = J•'"D (x-- y) fret+ [contribution of states with 

Mn :=: 2m], (69) 

where the second term has the form (60). 
We now introduce in fadv (x) a new term referring to 

the point ~ = m2 in the spectrum, which is not taken into 
account by (66) with the limit of integration i' = (2m)2. 
We choose this term in analogy to (62) and (68): 

C1m {(- K) D~~v (x- y) (-K)- (-K6 (x- y))} 
+- -> 

with the as yet undetermined coefficient C 1m. We note 
that if the operators (- K) would here act inside on the 
function J)ll.d2v, the entire term would vanish. This corre-

m 
sponds to the addition of the (vanishing) number 
C 1m(~- m2)2 1i(~- m2) to the spectral density I(~) which, 
for an appropriate order of multiplication, can give a 
nonvanishing contribution if it is multiplied by a pole of 
the type (~- m2r 2 • However, it is more convenient not 
to introduce this term in the spectral density but to take 
it into account separately. 

It is easy to see that if fadv (x) contains the term 

(!"dv (.t))m = C1m{(- K) D~~v (x) (- K)- (- K6 (x))}, 
+- --'> 

then f(x) will contain the term 
(f(x))m = Ctm(-K)Dm•(x- y) (-K). 

+- --'> 

Thus, supplementing the spectral representations (66) 
by these terms, we obtain the following complete spec
tral representations, which take account of the possible 
contribution from a term with ~ = m2 and of the fixed 
order of application of the Klein-Gordon operators: 

f"d"(x- y) 

( K) { C d~I(\,) adv adv } 
=-:.__ J-----D, (x-y)+CimDm• (x-y) (-K) 

- (2ml'(l;,-m2)2 -~ 

(70) 

f(x- y)= (-;:::-.§){ r d\,I(~Ddx- y}+CtmDm•(x- ¥) }(=.JS), 
(2m)' (I;,- m2)2 

(71) 

these satisfy the general requirements defining the re
tarded and advanced functions. 

Having obtained the complete spectral representa
tions (70) and (71), we can turn to (69), and equating the 
contribution of the single-particle state on the left and 
right-hand sides, we obtain the following very important 
equation, which has the meaning of a single-particle 
unitarity condition: 

adv 

(-::_!f)CtmDm•(x- Y) (=.JS)= f Dm•(x- y)t"1• (72) 

Let us now analyze the right-hand side; using (70) and 
recalling (-_!9Dm2 = Dm2<-:.!() = 0, we find 

(-K)CtmD(x-y) (-1.:) 

= ~ (;::-J5,) { r dl;, I(\,) + Ctm- f.t fnm•(x- Y) (=.!f) 
4 (2m)' (I;,- m2)2 

_ _1__[ r dl;, I(~) +Ctm-l.t][ r dl;, I(~) .+'-•] 
2 (2m)' (1;,-m")2 (2m)' 1;,-m• 

X [ (-;:::-_!i)Dm•(x- y) + Dm•(x- Y) (=Jf) 1 
+[I dl;, ~1;,~2 +t.oJ"Dm•(x-y). (73) 

(2m)' \, ' 

From this equation we see first of all that in order to 
guarantee that the functions f and hence fadv do not con
tain terms of a new structure, we must choose the free 
constant .\. o such that 

J. =- oos dt~ (74) 
0 -' 2 ' 

(2m)' b- m 

which corresponds to a definite renormalization of the 
mass. Comparing with (70) it is easy to see that this 
choice corresponds to the stability condition for single
particle states. For convenience we introduce the nota
tion 

r a I(\,) 
J 1;,(1;,-m")2 

(2m)' 

and rewrite (73), using (74): 

f.t= 1-Q, 

Ctm = 1/.(1- Q + Ctm} 2• 
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Solving this quadratic equation, 

Ctm = (1 ± lQl 2, (75) 

we obtain the final spectral representations which are 
consistent with the requirements of single-particle uni
tarity and stability: 

r I(~) adv K 
j"d•(x-y)=(;::-_ff-) J d~ D, (x-y)(=_) 

(2m)' (~- m")" 

+(I± l'Ql 2 (-;-_!9D:_~· (x- y) (=IfH 2(1 ± l'Q) (-K6(x- Y) ), (76) 

f(x- y) = (;::-_ff-) I d~ I(~) Dc(x- Y) (=If) 
(2mP (~- m") 2 

(77) 

These representations are a more precise form of the 
representations first obtained in [4 J . 

7. RENORMALIZED AND UNRENORMALIZED 
THEORIES 

We have carried out this investigation for the pur
pose of proving the following simple and natural asser
tion: When the unrenormalized currents and fields are 
substituted in the spectral representation one obtains a 
propagation function, or commutator, with the proper
ties of the unrenormalized theory, and when the renorm
alized operators are substituted, one obtains a function 
with the properties of the renormalized theory. When 
this assertion is proved, the equivalence of the two 
methods of renormalization mentioned in the beginning 
is established. However, owing to the operator nature 
of the renormalizations, we had to make the spectral 
formulas more precise, which has been our concern in 
the preceding section. 

We begin with the unrenormalized theory. From the 
meaning of its definition we must set 

I I(~) A,(f,)=- J d~--
(2m)' ~- m• 

(78) 

(the second formula was obtained in the preceding sec
tion). 

By the current j(x), which has not yet been specified, 
we shall in this theory understand jo(rl, 1/J lx), and by the 
asymptotic field q; we shall understand 1/J (x). Accordingly 
we write applying for this case formula (67), 

<OI [Ao(f,, 11Jix), Ao(r,, 'IJJy)] JO> == Go(r,, 1Jllx-y) = -i{D(x- y) 
+ D"'f"' (f~ Ja:- y)bret -D•d•j(ftlx- y)D"""}. (79) 

Substituting here the spectral representation (76) we 
obtain 

Go(r~. ¢ Jx- y)= -i {I- (1 ± "jiQ)I} Dm•(x- y){1-(1 ±i(.J)/} 

- ""s I(~) -- ii d~ • D•(x- y)I. 
(2m)' (~-m-)2 

(80) 

From this spectral representation we easily find the 
asymptotic limits which allow us to establish the con
nection with the renormalization method of Lehmann. 
On the energy shell, where k2 = m2, we evidently have 

Go(f,, 'iJJx- y) = -i{1- (1 ± YQ)I}Dm•(x- y) {1- (1 ± l'Q)l}. 

On the other hand, in the other asymptotic limit, where 
k2 -- co and the D~ function practically ceases to depend 

on the mass, we obtain 

G0 (f1, 11Jix- y) = -i{D(~- y) - (1 ± l'Q)IJ?(x -· y) (1- I) 
- (1- I)D(x- y) (1 ± l"Q)J}. 

If we go over to the numerical limit, setting f = 1, we 
find 

I { -iQD(x-y) ,for 
Go(ft,'iJ x-y)= -iD(x-y) for 

k2 = m2 

k2 -+ 00 

(81) 

In accordance with the usual limits of the field commu
tator[1J we can set Q = Z3 at k2 = m2, where Z3 is the 
renormalization constant. However, we can not yet 
identify this constant Z3 with the constant Z which enters 
in the renormalized field and current. In order to es
tablish this correspondence we must consider the re
normalized theory, which we shall do below. In the 
limit k2 - co, on the other hand, the coefficient in (81) is 
equal to unity, which is natural for the unrenormalized 
theory. 

We further note that in our scheme we can also 
define the renormalization of the field directly, consid
ering the matrix element of the field Ao(n, 1/J lx), as was 
done by Kallen;£11 l in this case no ambiguity occursY2J 

Indeed, considering directly the matrix element of the 
field Ao(n, 1/J lx) between the vacuum and a single-parti
cle state and using the Yang-Feldman formula [?J we 
obtain 

(OJAo(f1,'1jlJx) Jk) = (OJ¢(x) Jk) 

- SdyD•••(o/ 6jo(f,,'ljljx) /o)<OJ'iJ(y)Jk) 
611J(y) 

= (1 + j}adrfadv) (0 J'l: (x) J k). 

Since owing to the presence of the matrix element 

(82) 

( 0 11/J (x) lk), we need consider the whole expression on 
the energy shell k2 = m2 only and since the fields q;(x) 
and 1/J(x) coincide on the energy shell, we can write, 
using (76), 

(OJA0 (f1, 11J(.z) Jk) = {1- (1 ± l'Za)l}(OJrp(J:) jk) (83) 
= +lii;-(Ojrp(x) Jk). 

The last equation has the meaning of the limit for I = 1. 
Thus we see that in this formalism the renormalization 
of the free lines with /Z; is obtained automatically 
without any ambiguities, as noted in[2J. It is seen from 
the formula for Go(x- y) that we must choose the solu
tion with the plus sign in (75), since the solution with 
the minus sign leads to change of the sign of the norm. 

Let us now consider the renormalized theory. Thus 
we must consider the fields A(r2, q; lx) and the currents 
j(ra, q;Jx). However, since we are interested in the con
nection between the representations for the renormalized 
and unrenormalized fields, we shall first express every
thing in terms of the unrenormalized spectral density 
I(n, ~). We take the vacuum expectation value of (50) 
[the first term in (50) is a c number[2J]: 

6iR(x) _ --
f"d'(fz, <p Jx- y) =- - + {1+ ( -;-_/\) ( 1 -)ZjNJJod•}, 

bq;(y) - - - (84) 
·/"a"(f1, 11J Jx- y) {1 + D•.J•.Y(1-)'Z) (- K)}u. 

Substituting here the spectral representation for 
fadv(n, 1/J lx- y), we find the spectral representation for 
fadv(r2 , q;Jx- y) expressed through the same spectral 
density I(r1, ~): 
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~ J(f • 
f"d"(f2,q;Jx-y)=(;:::-_§)N{ ~ d~ 1'~) D~d"(x-y) 

, (2m)' (~-m2)2 

+ (l'Z ± yZa)D"d" (x- y) }IY ( -=fD- ("fZ ± "fZ3) • 

· {(~)N6(x- y)+ ll(x- y)N(-=:!f)} (85) 

(here we have used the expression for 15jRf15 cp of[2 J ). 

In the renormalized theory the spectral representa
tion for fadv must not contain the term with the Klein
Gordon operator (m2 - k2} in first order. This condition 
forces us to set Z = Z3 , so that 

f"d"(f2,q;Jx-y)=(-;::-_§)N r d~ J(ri,'¢1~) D~d"(x-y)N(=!f), 
(2m)' (~-m') 2 (86} 

Z= 1- r d~ /(f.,~) •. 
(2m)' (~- m2)-

(87) 

This completes the proof that the two methods of intro
ducing Z are completely equivalent when the exact rules 
for dealing with the Klein-Gordon operators are ob
served and the single-particle intermediate state is cor
rectly taken into account. 

To establish the contribution of the current-like 
operator A2 we consider the function f~dv(x). We note 
that (49) yields 

~ r J(r!, ~) -. 
j(f2,rrJx-y)=(~)N J d~ Ddx-y)N(=Jf). (88) 

(2m)' (~-m2)2 

Multiplying this f by (} (y0 - x0}, we find ff>dv. To this end 
we must compute 

8(y0 - x0) (;::-!i_)ND"(x- y)iv(=§). 

Using[2 J 

8(x0 - y0) (;::-_§)iW(x- y)N(=!fl= (;::-_§)ND'"t(x- y)N(-=-4l 

!V 
-----=::1\(x-y) (=4x=§y), 

2-y·z 

we find 

Comparing fadv and f~dv, we find 

(1-Z)- -Kx-Ky N 
i.2(r2,q;jx-y)= -yz Nl\(x-y)-- 2-· +-yzi.o(ft)ll(x-y), 

i.2(f2){-K6{x-y)) =·i.2R(x-y) = -(OJA2n(x-y)JO), 

1V 
A.o(f2)= ----:.i.0 (f1). (90} 

-yz 
Finally, computing the vacuum expectation value of the 
commutator of the renormalized fields, in analogy to 
the unrenormalized theory, we find 

~-f J(r~,~) -~ 
G(f2,cpJx-y)=-iD(x-y)-ilN J d~ Db(x-y)Nl. (91) 

(2m)' (~- m2)2 

For the asymptotic form of this expression we find 

{ -iD(x-y) for k2=m2 

G(r,,q;Jx-y)= .. " '. 
-i{D(x-y)+IN(1-Z)D(x-y)Nl} for k4oo. 

(92) 

In the numerical limit (i = 1) the expression (92) goes 
over into -iZ-1D(x- y) for k2 - oo, as it should be. 

Comparing the earlier formula for G0(r1 , 1/J Jx- y) 
with (92), we obtain 

(93} 

which agrees with the analogous formula obtained above 
before taking the vacuum expectation value. 

Turning now to the calculation of the single-particle 
matrix element, we have 

<OJA(r2, <pjx) lk> 
= (1 +D•dvjzdv(r2,<p))(OJcp(x) Jk) = (OJ<p(x) Jk), (94) 

since £adv(r2, cp) contains Klein-Gordon operators acting 
to both sides. Comparing with (83), we obtain 

(OJA(f2,<pjx) Jk) = N(OJAo(f.,<pjx) Jk), (95) 

again in agreement with the formula for the operators 
themselves. [3 J 

Finally, comparing (88) with the general formula for 
f(x) we obtain a relation between the spectral densities 
in the two theories, which has the form 

(96) 

Replacing I(rlo /;) in (87) by I(n, ?:), we can express 
the constant Z directly through I(r2 , cp): 

~= 1 + r _d~l(f2,\;) 
Z (2m)' (\;- m2)2 • 

which leads to the known Lehmann inequality for the 
constant Z. 

8. CONCLUSION 

(97) 

We have shown above that our procedure allows us to 
connect the two traditional methods of introducing the 
field renormalization constant: the Hamiltonian method 
and the pure axiomatic method going back to Lehmann. 
It was shown that the form of the spectral representa
tions depends vitally on whether or not subtractions 
have been made. If subtractions have been made, one 
must carefully investigate the problem of a possible 
single-particle contribution to the spectral density and 
also the connected problem in which direction the Klein
Gordon operators act, which appear as a result of the 
subtractions. The final form of the spectral representa
tion can only be established with the help of a special 
single-particle unitarity condition. 

But this scrupulous procedure is fruitful, for it 
allows one not only to connect the quantities appearing 
in the Hamiltonian and axiomatic methods but also to 
show the self-consistency of the formulas for the con
nection of the operators in the two theories[3 J with the 
formulas for their matrix elements. Finally, in the 
course of the investigation we have also solved the burn
ing problem of the correspondence between the introduc
tion of the field renormalization constant via the Green's 
function which is quadratic in the fields, and via the 
single-particle matrix element, which is linear in the 
field. 

One may hope that further application of our method 
to more copious theories (for example, to theories with 
vector fields which are the object of study in current 
algebra) will make it possible to deal with their many 
difficulties. 
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